SPARKIES KIT
Code 101610

The Sparkies Kit has “all the things”, allowing for one
person to work on very complex jobs, or two people
to work side by side on the one project.
A Bungee Tool Lanyard allows for the use of a heavy
shifter or power tool, when cracking nuts on switchboard covers or instrumentation panels. An Extended
Bungee Tool Lanyard is included for maximum reach,
and being a bungee lanyard it will not snag like a coil
lanyard, and is load rated to 5kg.
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The Locking Retracblae Lanyard is specifically for
testing equipment – voltemeters in particular. It
can be locked so that there is no pressure on the
tool, leaving you free to keep testing without the
display box trying to pull back onto your belt.
Very nifty indeed.

Six 8-Rings are included for screwdrivers and Allen
keys, which provide a swivel-friendly and twist-free
functionality, with 360° continuous rotation.
Eight non-conductive D Rings can be used to fix a
tether point onto anything – pliers, snips, multigrips,
voltemeters and more.
The tangle-free short coil tool lanyards are non-conductive and work in perfect unison with the Adjustable
Wrist Strap. The small size they reduce to keeps them
out of your way when working on fine and technical
instrumentation.
The Aero Pouch is a great inclusion. It has a one-way
opening which allows you to fill it with
nuts/bolts/screws/fuses/fittings etc. but nothing will
spill out, even when held and shaken upside down.
Great for not losing those fiddly clips and connectors.
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101355 NLG Tether Tape™
101363 NLG 360 D Ring Loop Tool Tether
101365 NLG Adjustable Wristband
101371 NLG Mini Coil Tool Lanyard
101372 NLG Bungee Tool Lanyard
101375 NLG Non-Conductive D Ring Tool Tether
101376 NLG Short Coil Tool Lanyard, Non Conductive
101389 NLG Locking Retractable Tool Lanyard
101426 NLG 8 Ring Adaptor, Medium
101427 NLG 8 Ring Adaptor, Large
101434 NLG Extended Bungee Tool Lanyard
101495 NLG 360 D Ring Locking Loop Tool Tether
101400 NLG Aero Pouch

Like the Sparkies Starter
Kit, but with two fully
adjustable wristbands
and non-conductive
tethers, perfect for
working on electrical
compoentry.

8 ring adaptors tether
screw drivers and alan
keys with ease, and
provide 360 degree
rotation.

Using the Wrist Strap,
Coil Lanyard, D Ring and
Tape to secure wire
strippers.

The Extended Bunge
Lanyard can be used to
get that extra reach when
using a spanner around a
corner or in a
hard-to-reach spot. It has
the length of a coil
lanyard, but without the
snag points.

The Lockable/Retractable
Lanyard is the tether
lanyard of choice for
testing equipment.

The Lock on the
retractable lanyard is
easily flicked on and off
with your thumb or
forefinger.

Use Tape and a
Non-Conductive D Ring
to fix a tether point to a
Voltemeter.

The Aero Pouch can be
filled with nuts,
connectors, fittings etc.
and tipped upside down
and they will not fall out.

The one-way opening on
the Aero Pouch seals up
as contents fall through,
but is easily opened by
hand to access your
hardware.

Locking Loop tethers can
be used for virtually any
application.

Everything is designed for maximum usability and
practicality. Non-Conductivity is a of key importance.

